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Real-world appli ations are often omplex systems where several ways of analysing a given situation an be expressed, depending on
a tors' viewpoints. This paper proposes a semanti ally sound synta ti extension to Con eptual Graphs, namely Con eptual Graph Assemblies (CGAs), that allows the representation of multiple viewpoints on
the same situation. Several reasoning me hanisms, based on the proje tion operation, orresponding to dierent strength levels and adapted
to multi-viewpoints situations are then demonstrated. Several modelling
s enarios are then proposed and our work is put in the ontext of real
world examples from the agri-food domain.
Abstra t
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Introdu tion

Quality

ontrol within agri-food

hains relies on numerous

riteria: nutritional,

fun tional, sanitary, environmental, e onomi al, et . The management of food
quality has to re on ile several fa ets

onstituted by these

riteria. Moreover, the

obje tives of quality are based on several a tors: te hni ians, managers, users,
s ientists, professional asso iations, publi
atta hed to the dierent quality

ommunities, et . The importan e

riteria varies a

ording to the

onsidered a tors.

These elements lead to the following open resear h questions: how to represent,
within a knowledge representation model, these
to take into a

ontradi tory viewpoints?; how

ount, by the reasoning me hanisms, the interests of the dierent

involved a tors?
The

urrent stru ture of

hains is questioned as for system perenniality, pro-

te tion of the environment, publi

health issues,

ost and energy. The a tors'

viewpoints are divergent, hen e it is ne essary to dene representational and
reasoning me hanisms able to model and take into a

ount the balan e between

viewpoints, and the risks and benets they imply. Our general obje tive is the
on eption of a de ision support tool for the a tors of an agri-food
presen e of
In this

hain, in

ontradi tory viewpoints and priorities.
ontext, as a rst step, we built a knowledge-based system able to

represent the dierent kinds of knowledge needed, initially provided with
sisten y

he king, querying and symboli

on-

simulation me hanisms. Given that

the information sour es are both experimental data extra ted from the domain

literature and expert statements, the intuitiveness and proximity to natural language of the representation language are essential features. Moreover, the experts
should be able to understand the reasoning on their modelling and to validate
it, thus reasoning should be done dire tly on the knowledge representation and
feedba k intuitive. Finally, a logi al semanti s is desirable as a foundation for
reasoning and the language should be exible enough to be easily extended to
new features. For these reasons,

on eptual graphs were initially

knowledge representation and reasoning language for this spe i

hosen as the
appli ation.

However, on eptual graphs annot easily represent dierent, potentially

on-

tradi tory viewpoints, and moreover, rigorous me hanisms for reasoning about
this type of knowledge have not been put into pla e. In this paper we present
a formalism that allows the representation of su h

ontradi tory, in onsistent

type of knowledge for this appli ation along with sound and

omplete synta ti

operation for manipulation.
A simple

ase of this problem has been addressed by Puder [9℄ who

alternative des riptions for one

on ept. He built a tree with this

onsidered

on ept as a

3

root node, and used this stru ture for servi e trading in the AI-Trader proje t .
This work is not su ient in the
senten es

ontext of the agronomy domain where whole

ould be debated and argued upon. In [10℄, an approa h for viewpoint

representation is proposed in the framework of the
however it

on erns the expression of fa ets of

on eptual graph model,

on epts in an ontology, i.e. the

terminologi al part of the model (the support), and does not treat the

ommen-

sal representation of several viewpoints in the assertional knowledge. Another
approa h for representing viewpoints in the

on eptual graph model is based

on nested graphs. They have been introdu ed at a des riptive level by Sowa
[12℄ as a way of representing

ontexts by stru turing knowledge by levels, and

studied in further works su h as [7,8℄. Typed nestings were introdu ed by [2℄,
whi h allows to spe ify the relationship (des ription, explanation, et .) between
the surrounding vertex and one of its des riptions and thus to expli itly atta h
several des riptions to the same vertex. Ea h des ription

an then be viewed as a

viewpoint, as proposed in [13℄ whi h more spe i ally fo uses on how to asso iate
spe i

vo abularies with

ontexts. A drawba k of the nested graph approa h

is that it does not allow inter-viewpoint reasoning, su h as inter-viewpoint proje tion or dete tion of

ontradi tions between viewpoints. In [5,6℄ an extension

to Con eptual Graphs was proposed to further address the above mentioned
modelling needs. However, the proposed formalism was la king in rigorousness
by the fa t that the

ombinatorial stru tures proposed were not

omplete with

respe t to the proposed semanti s [5℄. While this problem has been partially
solved in [6℄ the la k of a

on rete pra ti al framework to address the

on rete

modelling needs of the agri-domain was still to be addressed.
In this paper we extend this formalism by showing dierent
stru tures of dening sound and

ombinatorial

omplete viewpoints as well as demonstrating

their appli ability for the above mentioned problem in the agronomy domain.
Se tion 2 presents a motivating example, Se tion 3 introdu es the formalism,
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Se tion 4 shows how CGAs

an be used in

on eptual modelling, nally Se tion 5

on ludes with some perspe tives.
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Motivating example

Con eptual graphs [12,11℄ (CGs) are a logi al, graph-based approa h to knowledge representation that introdu e a

lear distin tion between ontologi al and

asserted knowledge. More spe i ally, a Con eptual Graph represents knowledge as a support and an asso iated bipartite graph. The support en odes the
ontologi al, ba kground information. It

onsists of a

on ept and a relation tax-

onomy along with the markers used to denote instan es or generi

on epts. The

fa tual information is depi ted as a bipartite graph where one partition
the

lass,

on epts, is represented using square nodes, and the other, the relations, is

represented using ovals. An example of a Con eptual Graph is depi ted in the
gure below:

Figure 1.

The
P1

Example of a Con eptual Graph

on eptual graph in this gure states that the durum wheat produ t

ontains a lipoxygenase and

arotenoid whi h is

hara terised by the yellow

olor.
Reasoning with Con eptual Graphs means translating the Con eptual Graph
into FOL (First Order Logi ) formulae and employing FOL dedu tion. Another method looks at nding a homomorphism (proje tion) between two graphs
dened on the same support. These two methods have been proven equivalent [12,1℄.
However, Con eptual Graphs an only represent stati , snapshot fa ts about
the world. Indeed, the support en odes the hierar hies whi h
ties and relations we need to des ribe a

lassify the enti-

ertain s ene, while the bipartite graph

represents that s ene. We do not have a proper built-in me hanism to des ribe
alternative s enes (e.g. as viewed from dierent / in onsistent view points). An
example of the expressivity needed for this appli ation is depi ted in gure 2.
In this gure two viewpoints are represented about the information given by
a

on eptual graph: the s ientist viewpoint (denoted S .) and the marketing

viewpoint (denoted Mk.). The s ientist view indi ates that the durum wheat
produ t P1

ontains

arotenoid

hara terised by the yellow

olor, lipoxygenase

Figure 2.

that deletes

Multiple viewpoints in the agri-food appli ation

arotenoid, and peroxydase that generates a brown

olor whi h hides

the yellow one. It also indi ates that the HT (High Temperature) drying deletes
lipoxygenase and peroxydase and generates a glutinous texture. The marketing
view indi ates that the yellow

olor is wanted by the

glutinous texture is reje ted by the

onsumer and that the

onsumer.

In this paper we propose a synta ti , semanti ally sound me hanism for representing the expressivity needs mentioned above. Viewpoints are represented
using dierent

ombinatorial grouping in the Con eptual Graphs Assemblies

(CGA). Reasoning about viewpoints is done using an extension of the proje tion me hanism that respe ts the

ombinatorial stru ture indu ed by the CGA.

In the following example the query is sear hed in all of the viewpoints therefore
denoting a

onsensus.

For example, onsider the following simple query omposed of a single on ept
vertex:

Figure 3.

Example of a simple query

The meaning of sear hing for this query in all of the viewpoints is highlighting
produ t properties that are of interest for all of them, e.g. in gure 2 for both
s ientists and marketing. In the example of gure 2, there are two answers to

this query that appear in all the viewpoints. These answers

orrespond to the

on ept verti es represented in greyed out shade in gure 4.

Figure 4.
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Answers to the query

Formalism

An ordered bipartite graph is a triple whi h

onsists of a set of

on ept nodes,

a set of relation nodes and a set of mappings between the relation nodes and
nonempty nite sequen es over
just one relation node is

on ept nodes. An ordered bipartite graph with

alled a star graph. We

onsider a spe ial kind of

subgraphs for our modelling purposes, namely spanned subgraphs. A spanned
subgraph indu ed by a set of relation nodes
the edges in ident with these and the

onsists of the set of relation nodes,

orresponding

on ept nodes.

Denition 1. (Ordered Bipartite Graph)
A triple G = (VC , VR , NG ) is alled an ordered bipartite graph if

- VC and VR are nite disjoint sets, ( VG := VC ∪ VR is the verti es set of G ),
and
- NG : VR → VC+ is a mapping; VC+ is the set of all nite nonempty sequen es
over VC .
For r ∈ VR with NG (r) = c1 . . . ck , dG (r) := k is the degree of r in G and
i
NG
(r) := ci is the i-neighbour of r in G. The set of (distin t) neighbours of r
is denoted N G (r).

The multiset
 EG of edges of G is EG = {c, r}|c ∈ VC , r ∈ VR and ∃i su h that
i
NG
(r) = c .
We further assume that for ea h c ∈ VC there is r ∈ VR and i ∈ N su h that
i
c = NG
(r) (G has no isolated verti es).
An ordered bipartite graph G = (VC , VR , NG ) with |VR | = 1 is alled a star
graph.
If G = (VC , VR , NG ) is an ordered bipartite graph and A ⊆ VR , the subgraph
spanned by A in G is the graph G[A] := (VC1 , A, NG1 ), where NG1 is the restri tion of NG to A and VC1 = {c ∈ VC |∃r ∈ A and ∃i ∈ N su h that c = NGi (r)}.
If A = {r}, then we simply write G[r], whi h is referred to as the star subgraph
spanned by r in G. Clearly, the graph G an be expressed as the union of its
star subgraphs: G = ∪r∈VR G[r].
Ordered bipartite graphs are appropriate tools to represent and visualize

G = (VC , VR , NG )
VR and
ovals: if c and r are

(dire ted) hypergraphs. Visually, an ordered bipartite graph
an be represented using boxes for verti es in

VC ,

ovals for verti es in

integer labelled simple urves (edges) onne ting boxes and
i
su h that c = NG (r), then we have an edge with label i onne ting the box
labelled c to the oval labelled r (the labels of the verti es are depi ted outside
of the

orresponding shape, and are used as visual marks only if it is ne essary

to make the diagram more

lear).

We also need some additional graph theoreti al notations. If
DAG (Dire ted A y li

Graph), then a

sour e (sink) in D

D = (V, E) is a
v of D

is any node

in (from) v .
H = (V, P(H)), where V is a nonempty nite set (the
verti es set of H ), and P(H) is a family of nonempty subsets of V . Ea h member
P of P(H) is a hyperedge of H .
su h that there is no entering (leaving) ar
A hypergraph is a pair

The next two denitions, following the line of [1℄, introdu e the

on epts

of support and Con eptual Graphs. A support is a stru ture that provides the
ba kground knowledge about the information to be represented in the Con eptual Graphs. It

onsists of a

on ept type hierar hy, a relation type hierar hy,

a set of individual markers that refer to spe i
denoted by *, whi h refers to an unspe ied

Denition 2. (Support)

on epts and a generi

marker,

on ept.

A support is a 4-tuple S = (TC , TR , I, ∗) where:
- TC is a nite partially ordered set (poset), (TC , ≤), of on ept types, dening a type hierar hy (spe ialization hierar hy: ∀x, y ∈ TC x ≤ y means that x is
a subtype of y ) and whi h has a greatest element ⊤C , the universal type.
- TR is a nite set of relation types partitioned into k posets (TRi , ≤)i=1,k of
relation types of arity i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), where k is the maximum arity of a relation
type in TR . Ea h (TRi , ≤)i=1,k has a greatest element, the universal type ⊤TRi .
- I is a ountable set of individual markers, used to refer spe i on epts.
- ∗ is the generi marker used to refer to an unspe ied on ept (having,
however, a spe ied type).
- The sets TC , TR , I and {∗} are mutually disjoint and I ∪ {∗} is partially
ordered by x ≤ y i x = y or y = ∗.

A Con eptual Graph is a stru ture that depi ts fa tual information about
the ba kground knowledge

ontained in its support. This information is pre-

sented in a visual manner as an ordered bipartite graph, whose nodes have been
labelled with elements from the support. The label
representing the node

λ(v)

is inserted in the shape

v.

Denition 3. (Con eptual graph) A

triple SG = [S, G, λ], where:

(simple) Con eptual Graph

(CG) is a

 S = (TC , TR , I, ∗) is a support;
 G = (VC , VR , NG ) is an ordered bipartite graph;
 λ is a labelling of the verti es of G with elements from
the support S : ∀r ∈

d (r)

VR , λ(r) ∈ TRG

; ∀c ∈ VC , λ(c) ∈ TC × I ∪ {∗} .

We introdu e now the notion of a Con eptual Graph Assembly (CGA) as a
stru ture whi h

onsists of a Con eptual Graph (CG) and a hypergraph on the

CG's relation nodes. Ea h hyperedge denes a CG subgraph whi h is a member
of the CGA.

Denition 4. (Con eptual Graph Assembly)

Let S = (TC , TR , I, ∗) be a support, SG = [S, G, λ] a Con eptual Graph without
isolated on ept verti es, and let H = (VR , P(H)) be a hypergraph on the set VR
of all relation verti es of G.
The pair CGA = (SG, H) is alled a Con eptual Graph Assembly. The
members of CGA = (SG, H) are the Con eptual Graphs SGP = (S, G[P ], λP ),
where P ∈ P(H) is any hyperedge of H , G[P ] is the subgraph of G spanned by
the hyperedge P , and λP is the restri tion of λ on the set of verti es of G[P ].
Note that any simple Con eptual Graph

SG

(without isolated

on ept ver-

ti es)

an be viewed as a Con eptual Graph Assembly with a single member, by

taking

H

as a hypergraph with a single hyperedge

relation verti es of

P(H) = (VR ),

ontaining all

G.

Ea h hyperedge

an be

onsidered as a given world; ea h CG member of a

CGA thus provides information available in this world. The hypergraph
be given expli itly or impli itly, by a
The latter

hyperedge

an

ase will be developed in Se tion 4.

Expli itly, the hypergraph
one node

H

ombinatorial property of its hyperedges.

VR , and the
P ∈ P(H), onne
lass

H

an be represented as a bipartite graph with

other (disjoint)

lass having a node

vP

for ea h

ted by edges to the relation nodes belonging to

P.

SG, this new set of verti

es,

In the visual representation of the Con eptual Graph

VP , representing the members of the CGA,

an be designated as diamonds. This

was illustrated in the example of gure 2.
From a knowledge representation point of view, this tripartite graph stru ture
has the property that the information is well organized in order to fa ilitate
reasoning (inferen es) and, at the same time, presents itself as a visual medium
of expression.

CGs are provided with logi al semanti s; more pre isely, an operator
onsidered, whi h assigns to every support

G

maps ea h simple Con eptual Graph
formula

θ(G). θ

S

to a

a set of FOL formulas

onjun tive, existential

an be the well-known Sowa's operator

dis ussed in [3℄. A logi al semanti s of CGAs

Φ,

θ(S)

θ

is

and

losed FOL

or a variant of it

Ψ

an be dened as follows.

Denition 5. (CGA logi al semanti s)

Let θ be a logi al semanti s for CGs, and CGA = (SG, H) a Con eptual Graph
Assembly. Then, θ(CGA) is the disjun tion of the formulas assigned by θ to the
members of CGA, that is,
θ(CGA) = ∨P ∈P(H) θ(SGP ).
onsider the CGA CGAgrouping des ribed in Figure 5 and θ = Φ.
Φ(CGAgrouping ) = [Color(yellow)∧Color(brown)∧hides(brown, yellow)]∨
[Color(yellow)∧Actor(consumer)∧T exture(glutinous)∧wanted(yellow, consumer)∧
rejected(glutinous, consumer)].
For example,

Then,

Proje tion [12℄ is the fundamental operation on simple Con eptual Graphs sin e
it

an be used to dene a preorder on the set of CGs based on the same support.

and SF = (F, λF ) are two CG's dened on the same support
S , then a pro je tion from SG to SF is a mapping Π : VC (G) ∪ VR (G) →
VC (F ) ∪ VR (F ) su h that
- Π(VC (G)) ⊆ VC (F ) and Π(VR (G)) ⊆ VR (F );
i
i
- ∀c ∈ VC (G), ∀r ∈ VR (G) if c = NG (r) then Π(c) = NF (Π(r))
- ∀v ∈ VC (G) ∪ VR (G) λG (v) ≥ λF (Π(v)).
If there is a proje tion from SG to SF then SG subsumes SF , whi h is denoted
SG ≥ SF . This subsumption relation is a preorder on the set of all CG's dened
If

SG = (G, λG )

on the same support. Subsumption
The notion of proje tion

he king is an NP- omplete problem [1℄.

an be extended to CGAs. In the next denition we

onsider three forms of proje tion (weak, mild and strong) under two s enarios:
proje ting a CGA to a CG or proje ting a CGA to a CGA. Intuitively we need
dierent proje tion me hanisms to a
Graph Assemblies:

eptual Graph Assembly in a simple
from the
is

ount for the very nature of Con eptual

ommensalism. More pre isely when trying to proje t a Conon eptual graph we need to distinguish

ase when the information en oded in the simple

ontained in at least one world, all of worlds, or the

on eptual graph

on eptual graph itself

represented by the Con eptual Graph Assembly. Similarly when proje ting two
Con eptual Graph Assemblies (whi h is a generalization of the previous
we have to

ase)

onsider the same three possible situations.

Denition 6. (CGA Proje tion)

I. Let CGA1 = (SG1 , H 1 ) be a CGA and SG2 a CG. Then
- weak proje tion : CGA1 ≥w SG2 if there is P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) su h that SG1P 1 ≥
SG2 .
- mild proje tion : CGA1 ≥m SG2 if SG1P 1 ≥ SG2 for ea h P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ).

- strong proje tion : CGA1 ≥s SG2 if SG1 ≥ SG2 .
II. Let CGA1 = (SG1 , H 1 ) and CGA2 = (SG2 , H 2 ) be two CGAs . Then
- weak proje tion : CGA1 ≥w CGA2 if there are P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) and P 2 ∈
P(H 2 )su h that SG1P 1 ≥ SG2P 2 .
- mild proje tion : CGA1 ≥m CGA2 if for ea h P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) there is P 2 ∈
P(H 2 ) su h that SG1P 1 ≥ SG2P 2 .
- strong proje tion : CGA1 ≥s SG2 if there is a proje tion Π from SG1 to
SG2 su h that the restri tion of Π to the relation verti es of SG1 is a homomorphism from H 1 to H 2 .
Note that in the
(i.e. it

ase when

CGA1 = (SG1 , H 1 ) is

a simple

on eptual graph

ontains a single member), weak, mild and strong proje tion are identi al.

The following theorem

an be easily dedu ed from the above denitions and

further explains the need for dierent

ombinatorial degrees of subsumption.

Note that strong and mild proje tion

an give extra information with regard

to the asso iated CGA logi al semanti s. When dened from a CGA to a CG,
weak proje tion preserves the soundness and

ompleteness of CG proje tion;

when dened on two CGAs, it only preserves the soundness.

Theorem 1. I. Let CGA1 = (SG1 , H 1 ) be a CGA and SG2 a SCG. Then the

following impli ations hold:

CGA1 ≥s SG2 ⇒ CGA1 ≥m SG2 ⇒ CGA1 ≥w SG2 .

Furthermore, if θ is a logi al semanti s for CGs su h that SG proje tion is sound
and omplete with respe t to θ then
CGA1 ≥w SG2 ⇔ θ(S), θ(SG2 ) |= θ(CGA1 ).

II. Let CGA1 = (SG1 , H 1 ) and CGA2 = (SG2 , H 2 ) be two CGAs. Then the
following impli ations hold:
CGA1 ≥s CGA2 ⇒ CGA1 ≥m CGA2 ⇒ CGA1 ≥w CGA2 .

If θ is a logi al semanti s for CGs su h that SG proje tion is sound and omplete
with respe t to θ then
CGA1 ≥w CGA2 ⇔

there is P 2 ∈ P(H 2) s.t. θ(S), θ(SG2P 2 ) |= θ(CGA1 ).
Proof:

1
2
Part I. Suppose that CGA ≥s SG . It follows that ΠG1 →G2 6= ∅. Let π ∈
1
1
ΠG1 →G2 and P ∈ P(H ). π1 , the restri tion of π to the verti es of [P 1 ]G1 , is
1
2
1
2
1
1
a proje tion from SGP 1 to SG . Therefore SGP 1 ≥ SG for ea h P ∈ P(H ),
1
2
1
2
1
2
that is CGA ≥m SG . The impli ation CGA ≥m SG
⇒ CGA ≥w SG is
obvious by the denition of CGA proje tion.

Let

θ

be a logi al semanti s for CGs su h that SG proje tion is sound and

omplete with respe t to θ .
1
2
If CGA ≥w SG , then there is

P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) su h that SG1P 1 ≥ SG2 . By the
2
1
soundness of θ , we have θ(S), θ(SG ) |= θ(SGP 1 ). Now, by the denition of CGA
1
1
2
1
semanti s, θ(SGP 1 ) |= θ(CGA ), and therefore θ(S), θ(SG ) |= θ(CGA ).
2
1
If θ(S), θ(SG ) |= θ(CGA ), it follows that there is a term in the disjun tion
θ(CGA1 ), say θ(SG1P 1 ), where P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ), su h that θ(S), θ(SG2 ) |= θ(SG1P 1 ).
1
2
By the ompleteness of θ , we obtain that SGP 1 ≥ SG . We have obtained that
1
1
1
2
there is P
∈ P(H ) su h that SGP 1 ≥ SG and, by the denition of CGA
1
2
proje tion, CGA ≥w SG holds.
CGA1 ≥s CGA2 . It follows, by the denition of CGA
1
2
2
1
proje tion, that there is π a proje tion from SG to SG su h that P = π(P ) ∈
P(H 2 ), for ea h P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ). Obviously, SG1P 1 ≥ SG2P 2 . Therefore, for ea h
P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) there is P 2 ∈ P(H 2 ) su h that SG1P 1 ≥ SG2P 2 , that is, CGA1 ≥m
CGA2 .
1
2
1
If CGA ≥w CGA , then there is P
∈ P(H 1 ) and P 2 ∈ P(H 2 ) su h that
SG1P 1 ≥ SG2P 2 . By the soundness of θ, we have θ(S), θ(SG2 ) |= θ(SG1P 1 ). Now,
1
1
by the denition of CGA logi al semanti s, θ(SGP 1 ) |= θ(CGA ), and therefore
θ(S), θ(SG2 ) |= θ(CGA1 ).
2
2
2
1
Conversely, if there is P ∈ P(H ) s.t. θ(S), θ(SGP 2 ) |= θ(CGA ), then it follows
1
1
1
that there is a term in the disjun tion θ(CGA ), say θ(SGP 1 ), where P
∈
2
1
1
P(H ), su h that θ(S), θ(SGP 2 ) |= θ(SGP 1 ). By the ompleteness of θ, we
1
2
1
2
obtain that SGP 1 ≥ SGP 2 . Therefore, we have obtained that CGA ≥w CGA .
Part II. Suppose that

4

Con eptual Modelling using CGAs

As mentioned in the previous se tion, the hypergraph
eptual Graph Assemblies relation nodes
hyperedges of

H

dened on the Con-

is provided) or impli itly. This se tion details the latter te h-

nique and shows how CGAs

H

H

an be given expli itly (a list of the

an be ee tively used for knowledge modelling.

is given by spe ifying a property of its hyperedges. In this way, it is pos-

sible to represent, in a su

in t manner, an exponential number of members in

the CGA. However, if it is ne essary, the expli it list of the hyperedges

an be

generated. Let us give some interesting ways to spe ify the above property.

(Di)graphs

On the set VR of all relation verti es of the CG G, a graph (or
HG is provided. The edges (or dire ted edges) of the graph HG express
some links between their extremities. P(H) is des ribed as a usual family of
subsets of the verti es set of HG having graph theoreti al signi an e.
For example, if D is an arbitrary DAG on the set VR of all relation verti es
of G, we an take P(H) as the family of verti es of all paths in D starting from
digraph)

a sour e and ending in a sink. The a y li ity

ondition assures that ea h path

starting in a sour e must rea h a sink. If it is ne essary, a dummy sour e and
a dummy sink are added in order to in rease the visual quality of the digraphs

onsidered (this  tive nodes are not

onsidered when the hyperedges of

H

are

onstru ted).
an be obtained if we onsider a graph HG on the set VR of
G with the set of edges expressing a ompatibility relation.
For example, an edge {vr 1 , vr 2 } ∈ E(HG) means that the fa ts expressed by vr 1
and vr 2 in the CG G an be onsidered in the same time in order to des ribe a
omplex fa tual information. Taking P(H) as the family of verti es of all maximal (w.r.t. set in lusion) liques in HG, we obtain a CGA with an exponential
Another example

all relation verti es of

number of members, whi h

ould be an elegant and e ient representational

me hanism.

Con eptual grouping

S = (TC , TR , I, ∗)

SG = [S, G, λ] a
CGA1 = (SG, H 1 ) a
CGA. Let T H ⊆ TC be a given set of threshold on ept types and let VT H ⊆ VC
the set of all on ept verti es vc of the graph G, with the property that if λ(vc ) =
(typevc , refvc ) then ∃t ∈ T H su h that typevc ≥ t (VT H ontains the verti es of
G designating obje ts having the type above the pres ribed threshold T H ).
Taking P(H) as the family of all maximal (w.r.t. in lusion) subsets P of the
1
1
members P of CGA su h that NG (P ) ⊆ VT H , we obtain a new CGA whose
Let

Con eptual Graph without isolated

be a support,

on ept verti es and

members des ribe only the fa ts about obje ts having a type above the threshold
set

TH

in the hierar hy given by

S.

T H = {Food produ t,
Color, Texture, Person}, we obtain the new CGA shown in gure 5. This CGA
For example, starting from the CGA of gure 2, with

ontains two members
yellow one.

P2

P1

and

P2 . P1

indi ates that the brown

indi ates that the yellow

the glutinous texture is reje ted by the
formation

olor is wanted by the

olor hides the

onsumer and that

onsumer. The interest of su h a trans-

an be, for instan e, to determine parts of the knowledge base that

an be easily understood by a wide publi , due to the non-spe i
used in the

vo abulary

on epts.

Transversal methods

CGA1 = (SG, H 1 ) be a CGA. Taking P(H) as
1
the family of all subsets P of VR with the property that P ∩ P
6= ∅, for
1
1
ea h P
∈ P(H ), we obtain a new CGA CGA = (SG, H) with interesting
ombinatorial

Let

onne tions with the rst one. For example, let us suppose that

CGA1 = (SG, H 1 ) satises the property that ∀P 1 ∈ P(H 1 ) and ∀P 2 ∈ P(H 1 ),
1
2
1
2
if P ⊆ P then P = P ; if we take in P(H) only minimal transversal (that is
1
minimal subsets, w.r.t. sets in lusion, of VR interse ting all members of H ) then
the hypergraph H has the property that its minimal transversals are pre isely
1
the members of the initial hypergraph H .
Another example in this ategory omes from the integration framework dei
i
i
i
s ribed in [4℄. Let SG = [S , G , λ ], i ∈ [0, n], be a set of n + 1 CGs. For ea h
0
0
0
0
0
relation node rj ∈ VR = {r1 , . . . , rm }, a set R(rj ) of triples is provided. Ea h
0
0
i
0
su h triple, (i, A, w) ∈ R(rj ) spe ies a rewriting rule of rj in SG : rj is trans0
0
lated in the spanning subgraph [A]Gi , and the k = degG0 (rj ) neighbors of rj in

Figure 5.

The new obtained CGA

G0 are represented by the sequen e w = w1 , . . . , wk of on ept nodes
1
0
1
k
0
k
NG
0 (rj ) is represented by w , ..., NG0 (rj ) is represented by w .

in

[A]Gi :

0
0
of the hypergraph R = (R(r1 ), . . . , R(rm )), a
i
hyperedge is added to the hypergraph T by onsidering the union of the relation
i
i
i
i
nodes sets of T ontained in VR . In this way, n CGAs, CGA = (SG , T ), are
Now, for ea h transversal

T

obtained.

Assisting reasoning

SG = [S, G, λG ] and SQ = [S, Q, λQ ] be two CGs
S su h that SQ ≥ SG.
If ΠQ→G = {π|π is a projection from SQ to SG}, then we an onsider
Occ(Q, G) = (π(VRQ )|π ∈ ΠQ→G ). Taking H = (VRG , Occ(Q, G)) we obtain
a CGA CGA = (SG, H) whi h gives all the o uren es of the query SQ in
SG. For some usual query SQ this CGA an be pre- omputed in order to have
Let

dened on the same support

fast response time. With the same goal of e ien y, the following CGA

an be

onsidered.
Let SG = [S, G, λ] be a Con eptual Graph and M a model for the support
S = (TC , TR , I, ∗). Suppose that M 6|= SG and let us onsider the CGA CGA =
(SG, H), H = (VRG , P(H)), where P(H) = (I|I ⊂ VRG and M |= [I]G ). It is easy

H is an independen
I1 ∈ P(H).

to see that
then

e system

on

VRG , that is, if I ∈ P(H) and I1 ⊆ I ,

5 Con lusions
In this paper we proposed a semanti ally sound synta ti

extension to Con ep-

tual Graphs: Con eptual Graph Assemblies (CGAs), and dened several reasoning me hanisms, based on the proje tion operation. We showed that CGAs
provide in reased representational power. We proposed several modelling s enarios and illustrated through an example in the agri-food domain the appli ability
of this extension in pra ti e, in parti ular for the representation of multiple
viewpoints on the same situation.
Con eptual Graph Assemblies are a exible, versatile way of representing interrelated fa ts,

on urrent events or possible s enarios. In future work we plan

to explore two dire tions of modelling with CGAs: modelling temporal information, by atta hing a temporal value to the relation nodes of the

on eptual

graph prior to dening the CGA by the means of this stamp value; modelling
multi-viewpoints reasoning su h as
the proje tion of a negative

oni t dete tion  that

onstraint in the

an be viewed e.g. as

on eptual graph represented by a

CGA , and resolution proposals through argumentation and de ision methods.
We believe these are promising dire tions of work whi h will further demonstrate
CGAs appli ability.
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